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Golden Knights suHer hearlbreaking loss to TAAC leading College of Chadeston- p.12

'

•

Aparbnents to alleviate donn shortage.
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM
Contributing writer

•

•

It's that time of year when
students need to make decisions
about where they will be living this
summer and next fall. Guaranteeing
students a spot for on-campus housing is becoming more difficult at
UCF, as the campus population continues to grow from its current
26,000.

•

On-campus housing has about
1,600 rooms in residence halls arid
about 750 private rooms in the Lake

•

•

•

•

•

Claire Apartments. There were
1,650 students living in the residence halls for the fall of 1995. The
actual number of students living on
campus changes continuously based
on students moving out of dorms or
into double and triple occupancy
rooms.
In a memorandum sent to all
current residential students from the
housing office, students were notified about what their options will be
for next fall housing.
The majority of residence hall
(Lake, Volusia, Osceola, Polk, Orange, Seminole, and Brevard) beds
will be held for incoming freshmen.
Only 200 rooms in these dorms will
be allocated for the returning residential students.
The remainder of the current
residents, unless they are on the
Prepaid housing program, must either look into Lake Claire or find
something else off-campus. Florida

dents are responsible only for their
payments, which cover their bedroom and portion of the utilities at a
set cost. There are roomate matching services available through the
complex. A 12 month lease is required of both.
Knights Krossing is located
at the Quadrangle, offAlafaya Trail,
and is a apartment style facility. It is
within walking and biking distance
to the campus and is designed with
2, .3 or4 bedroom apartments.
F.ach apartment is equipped
with a fully finnished living room and
dining room, a double bed and a bath- roomineachindividualbedroom.Also
included is a full size washer and
dryer, fully equipped kitchen and
phone jacks in every room.
Electric, wa,ter, sewer and
cable are all included in the monthly
lease t1?-at varies depending on the
size of the apartment. A computer
lab, fitness center, pool, volleyball,
basketball and tennis courts are also
a part of the complex.
University Club Townhouses
is located at the. comer of Alafaya
and Lokanotosa Trail, close to the
Research Park. This development
offers a two-story, 4 bedroom, 2 and
halfbathroom townhouse. Each unit
includes a washer and dryer, a fully ·
equipped kitchen; c· ble television
and phone jacks in all bedrooms.
The complex also has a fitness center, swjinming pool, bassee APARTMENTS, page 3
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Students dance to the music at Generic Soul last
Friday night in the Wild Pizza. The rave was
thrown. by the Campus Activities Board.

Spending procedures overlooked in Elections suspended
O SGA ·president
use of presidential discretionary fund· delcares campus
By JENNIFER LUPO
Staff Writer

•

Prepaid participants who have active dormitory plan contracts will
be first priority .
The Lake Claire Apartments
are available only for students who
have completed a minimum of 24
credits.
The deadline for Lake Claire
applications and a deposit of $100
for current residential students, and
$150 for new students, is Thursday,
Feb. 15. However, there is no guarantee that a room will be held for a
person who makes the deposit. If
the applicant is turned down, the
money is refundable.
The problem still remains of
where a student will have to go for
housing if they are turned down oncampus.
Generally about 1,400 stu- .
dents of the residential halls are
freshmen. With only 750 rooms,
Lake Claire cannot possibly house
all of them when they meet the 24
credit demand. Students already living inLake Claire have the option
to keep their room.
An option for students trying
to decide what they will do if they
cannot receive on-campus housing
are the new developments, Knights
Krossing and University Club
Townhouses. Both of these housing complexes soon to be complete
are close to the campus and will
provide approximately 2,300 beds
between both facilities.
Both complexes offer individual leases to 'the students. · Stu-

In the past five months,
$105,515 of student moneys have
been spent from the SGAPresident' s
projects account.
The money is part of Activity
and Service Fees which are collected from students according to
the numb,er of hours they are enrolled. This year that total is $4.6
million.
Through a rigorous budgeting process most of these funds are
setaside for operations, salaries and
services provided by SGA.
Earlier this year_, the
President's Discretionary fund totaled $120,000. Later it jumped to
$182,925 after a transfer was made.
In order to ensure proper
spending there are purchasing procedures SGA members must follow.
According to Statute 800.6,
"All Student Government Officers

must notify the Student Govern- three months during the summer is
ment Accountant(s) and Adminis- usually a chance for the cabinet and
trative Services Coordinator prior staff to learn spending procedures
to initiating any purchase..."
and get things set for the upcoming
SGA President Miguel school year.
Torregrosa says he and his staff had
One incident which violated
·no knowledge of this until just re• purchasing procedure occurred durcently. They have been purchasing ing the fall semester when two fraadvertisements as well as other ternities were given $800 each to
items and then alerting the staff as advertise in their fraternity rush broto the purchases made.
chures.
At one point, the University
First, the staff was not notiPurchasing Office refused to pay fied of the purchase before ban~.
for advertisements totaling $23,000. ·· Then, accordirig to Florida Statute
Torregrosa blames many of 240.235 Section 2, the activity and
the mistakes and over-spending on service fee may only be used for
the fact that his administration didn't "duly recognized student organizahave a learning·period.
.lions, the membership of which is
• Usually the SGA President open to all students at the university,
takes office in the beginning of without regard to race, sex, or reliMay. Torregtosa and Vice Presi- gion."
dent Frank Amoros were found in
Torregrosa felt that this was
violation of election statutes· after an outlet never before used for adtheir election and were not allowed vertisingwhichshould be attempted.
to take office until August4, 1995.
Looking back, Torregrosa
Torregrosaexplainedthatthe

188 GOVERNMENT, page 5

worked out.
Torregrosa also felt that it
would ~xtend active campaigning
state of emergency. and allow students to learn more
about the.candidates·.
"We're trying to run as
by JEFF HUNT
smooth
an election as possible,"
News editor
Torregrosa ·said. "It's crisis manCiting the lack ofenough con- agement at this point and time."
firmed election conunismoners, ~·
Torregrosa said a number of
assistant election commissioner and unexpected problems came up that
an Attorney General, SGA Presi- led to the need to declare a state of
dent Miguel Torregrosa declared a campus emergency.
By SGA election statutes, 15
campus state of emergency Friday
and suspended the 1996 SGA presi- election commissioners are needed.
However, only 12 have been condential elections.
· Torregrosa invoked an SGA firmed through the Senate.
The three remaining positions
statute that allows the president, in
agreement with the Chief Election should-have been filled last ThursCommissioner, to suspend any elec- day night during the Senate meettion where acampus emergency has ing, however one nominee was disthe capability to impede the voting missed due to possible bias and the
process.
other two were voted down.
.Election commissioners preTorregrosa said he felt the
lack of these important officials to side over the elections to ensure that
oversee the elections would greatly they are fair and no violations occur.
Another problem was last
hinder the elections and might cause
the voting to be contested if held on week's resignation of Erin Goode,
time. He said the extra week would the Chief Elections Commissioner.
allow the necessary positions to be
filled and the remaining problems
188 ELECTIONS, page 5
News
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UCF Student Government
Presidential Elections

University of

central
Florida

:. ···iiaie ···:

Main Campus

•

Feb. 27 & 28

:..............
Change!~

Tuesday & Wednesday

Voting Places: Health & Physics, Education,
Business & Engineering

10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

•

•

(A Separation of Executive and Legislative Branches of Student Government)
Constitutional Amendment #1
Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A Senate !ltesident 'M:ro Shall Be dte Student '.Budy 1iice t'tesident
Article II Section 4 Subsection B

•
•

'f'l1e Tlice fltesideiiL sha1t preside ovet the Senate as its President and sha1t be able to break a tie vote of die Senate.
Insert Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A Senate President elected from the Senate
Add Article II Section 6: Duties of the Senate President
.
The Senate President shall preside over the Senate and shall be abler to.;break a .tie vote of the S~ate.
Add Article II Section 7: Order of Succession
•., )
.
'~
·
In the event that the Senate President resigns or is unable to perform the powers and duties of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore
shall become the· Senate President.
Article III Section 5 Subsection B
In the event.that the Vice President is unable to fulfill the duties of office, the Senate President Senate President F10 'fempote shall become
Vice President.

(Publication of Amendment(s))
Constitutional Amendment #2
Article V Section B
The proposed amendment shall be published in~ A major student publication and otherwise made available to the S~dent Body for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the Student Body. The ·vote on the proposed Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be held during
the next regu1ar Student Gove~ment elections.
.

•

•

•

-

Brevard Campus[ .. 'iiiil .. ·~Feb. 26, 27 & 28
··

2:00~ p.m.

. Change! :
"i

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Monday through Wednesday

• .•

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

to 8:00 p.m•.

Constitutional Amendment #3
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article III Section 3 Subsection D
Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within ten (10) school days of passage from the Senate. No action by the Student Body President
in ten (10) school days shall constitute approval of the measure by the Student Body President. The dlief Student Affahs offitet
University President or His/lier Designee shall have three (3) weeks to veto or sign the measures in question. No action in three
weeks shall c9nstitute approval of the measure by the chief Student Affairs offi:cer University President or His/Her Designee.

•

•

Constitutional Amendment #4
(Removal of Stu~ent Affairs Oversight)
Article II Section 5 Subsection K
Override a veto by the chief Studeiit Affaits office1 University President's Designee by two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation
President of the University for ultimate review.

t•J

the

Constitutional Amendment #5
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article V Section 2 Subsection B
The signature of the d1ief Student Affahs offiu;;:t University President.
Referendum #1
(Health Fee)
Please choose one of the following:
1.
I want the current $47.30 Health Fee repealed. I understand that this would mean that there would not be a Health Center on Campus.
-2.
I want the Health Fee charged on a per credit hour basis.
3.
I like the way the current Health Fee is administered:
Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4.

Daytona &
CampuseS ...iiiil .. -~Feb. 26, 27 & 28
South Orlando
: Change! :
Monday through Wednesday
"J

4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

•

•

•

a

•

8

•

•

e

•

•

- I

I

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

All currently registered and enrolled UCF Students are eligible to part1c1pate in the UCF Student Government
Presidential elections.
If you have any questions of eligibility, P.lease see the Registrar. All five Constitutional
Amendments and the Referendum will be on each ballot at each campus. Words that are "struck out" with a line
through them would be removed and bolded words would be added should a measure be passed. A referendum is not
legally binding but communicates the opinion of the UCF Student Body. If you have any other questions, please call
your local Student Goverament office or the Main Campus office at (407) 823-2191. Please note the date change!
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This is one in a series of four advertisements that was produced by the UCF Student Government Senate at a total cost of $1,760, as
required by the Student Government Constitution, to infonn UCF Students of the upcoming Spring Presidential elections,
Constitutional Amendments up for ratification, and a Referendum to be put before the UCF Student Body.
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The Amoros/Stafford Ticket
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

FRANK AMOROS
AGE: 22
STATUS: SENIOR
MAJOR: BUSINESS AD:MINISTRATION
Clubs and Oreanizations
Student Body Vice President
Senate President
Student Senator
Vice Chairman Clubs and Organizations Committee
Vice President Lambda Chi Alpha
UCF Telecounselor
Dean's List
"".ho's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
UCF Surf Club
ISA Member
EOP/SOAR Program:Student Tutor
Parking Advisory Committee
Advising and Auditing Task
Force Committee
Activity and Service Fee

JOHN STAFFORD
AGE:22
MAJOR: ENGLISH
STATUS: SEMOR

The Brown/Noriega Ticket
GRACIELA NORIEGA
AGE: 20
MAJOR: POLffiCALSCIENCE
STATUS: JUNIOR

MIKE HESS
AGE: 26
MAJOR: ACCOUNTING
STATUS: SENIOR

B.ROOKS EMERSON
AGE: 21
MAJOR: PRE-LAW
STATUS: JUNIOR

Ciubs and Oreanizations

Clubs and Organizations
Chair of Student Union Board
of Directors
Association of College Unions
International Representative
Americorps Member
Student Government Association Election Commissioner

Clubs and Organizations

Clubs and Organizations

Member of the 26th, 27th and
currently, 28th Student Senates

Member of the 27th and the
28th Student Senates

Interim Student Body President
President Pro-Tempore

Vice Chair of the Clubs & Organizations Committee

President and Vice President of
the Student Accounting Society
.
Member of the Beta A.lpha
psi (Accounting Honors)

Operations Review Committee

Clubs and Oreanizations

Campus Activities Board
Speaker's Director
Interfraternity Council
for Effective LeadConsultants
President
ership,
African-American Student
Greek Council PresidentUnion
Executive Administrator
Provost Advisory Committee
PresidentofResidenceHallAs~
Student Senator-SG Macia - Student -O:twemment Amioela~ic.,_sociatioo.
tion Chief Justice
Chief JusticeofResidenceHall
Assistant
Student Government ,As~oc.ia Standards Board
President Hitt' s On-Campus
tion
Justice
Dean's List
Ad-Hoc Committee
UCF Tour Guide
Surf Club Historian
Chairman IFC Police Relations Differential Tuition Committee
Who's Who in America's.Col- Vision '94 Representative
World SummitRepresentati ve
Vice President Pi Kappa Al- leges
pha Fraternity
Parking Appeals Committee
National Conference for Student
Student Alumni Associatiotion Services Representative
National Association for Cam- ·
pus Activities Representative

Three eoals to accomplish ·
~Increase

student representation
•Build student services
mote Student Government awareness

•

Staff Writer

.•

Corruption, violations and
illegal campaign money can all be
problems in political elections.
To keep the presidential elections at the University of Central
Florida running unhindered, presidential candidates were required to
meet with the UCFElectionsCommission and the UCF Judicial Board
on Wednesday to clarify any last
minute questions that the candidates inight have had about the
elections.
"This meeting was to make
the candidates aware of the election
statutes. This will hopefully insure
a smooth presidential election for
1996," saidJ udicial Board member
Aaron Scavron.
The main purpose of the
meeting was to go over the election
statutes, most of which the candidates had previously seen. Candidates were able to voice questions
and opinions about statues that they
were previously unclear on.

Some topics that were discussed at the meeting include how
many signs each candidate is al- ·
lowed; the rules for campaigning
off campus; the rules for campaign _
spending; how discounts were allowed; whereaJ!d when candidates
may be fined and that the elections
could be contested if the statues
were broken.
In addition to the remarks made
by both student boards, Dr. Carol
Wilson gave a speech to clarify the
Deanof~tudentsrolein theelections
and how the Dean of Students will
respond if there is a problem.
The Student Election Board
and the Judicial Board hear and
investigate any violations first and
then rule on the substantive aspects of the case.
Appeals only reach theDean
of Students if they deal with Due
Process or fairness of a hearing.
The dean cannot overrule a decision of the Judicial Board or the
Election Commission if the process does not pertain to Due Process or fairness of a hearing.

ketball and volleyball courts.
Thesenewfacilities will help
accommodate students who may
not be able to receive a spot oncampus. The number of students
applying for on-campus housing

increases every year, as well as those
who get turned down simply because
there is not enough room; Knights
Krossing and .University Club
Townhouses will help to relieve some
of this problem. Students can get more
information about them at the Admissions office.

Vice Chair of the Election &
Appointments Committee
Vice Chair of the Environmental Ad-Hoc Committee

Dean's List
Served on numerous Student
Government and University
Committees

Three ~oais to accomplish
• Restore Fiscal Responsibility
• Amplify the student voice
• Enhance and expand student services

Three aoals to accomplish

Apartments to add to campus housing
from APARTMENTS, page 1

Golden Key (Honors)

• Reform SGA spending to benefit all students
• Listen and respond to concerns of the students
•Increase the funding of c11,1bs and organizations

Campaign rules reviewed
to ensure smooth election
By JEFF DETHUIN

The Hess/Emerson Ticket

RICO BROWN
AGE: 20
MAJOR: POLITICAL SCIENCE
STATUS: JUNIO~

you CAN FINISH IN FOUR YEARS!
AT

FLORIDA S~UTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGR&\1
•· Fully ·accredited by the Southern Offering B.S. - Business Administration Degrees iii'::
e Accounting
• 5th Year CPA Courses
Association of Colleges and
•Computer Information Science
Schools
• Specifically t~ilored for working - • Fiilance • Humari Resources Management ·
· •Production Management
college students
• Convenient evening and we~k
• Marketing Management
end classes
CALL TODAY AT:
• Seven-week terms/ competitive
tuition rates

855-1302 ;.;

Next Term Begins February 29

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO• 8578 AVENUE C. • ORLANDO~ FL 32827 • 855-1302

Send more information
about Florida Southern College-Orlando Program to:

Address:~~~~~~-

City: _ _ _ _ __
State/Z~p: - - - - -
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UCFPD hands out certificates and plaqaies to Officer of the Year, othels
by JODY MASK
Contributing writer

Old Glory flew from the
flagpole as the UCF Police Department presented awards to outstanding employees in a brief outdoor ceremony Wednesday morning.
Certificates and plaques were
given for the following categories:

officer, he was admired for his
intense concern for the welfare
and progress of students both inside and outside the department.
"He loved working with students," UCFPD Chief Richard
Turkiewicz said.

•Student Escort Patrol
Service (SEPS) Employee of
the Year
Mitch Nicholson, a 27-year
old senior in electrical engineering, won the Jimmy Younger

work- "he does a lot on his own
time," according to Turkiewicz.
An anonymous professor
sponsors the award, which is
named after James Younger, a
former UCF student and SEPS
employee who died suddenly in
the spring of 1994. This is the
second year the award has been
presented, ~md Younger' s parents
attended the ceremony.
Younger' s radiq call sign
was retired in recognition of his
contributions
to the service .
• 0. f.

•Student Employee of the Year
The Tommy Nelson Student
Employee of
the
Year
Award was
presented to
Christopher
Lee, 25, a computer engineering major and
Parking Services
employee. Parking Services
Manager Ina
'
Carpenter, in
· presenting the
award to Lee,
said he "represents and exemplifies what
it means to be a
photo/81.00DSWORTH
student assisUCFPD hands out awards to outstanding emloyees on ·
tant."
Wednesday morning in an outdoor ceremony_
.
T h e
award was named ip honor of Award, which is given every year
Nelson,aretiredUCFPolicelieu- to a distinguished SEPS worker.
tenant whose donation makes the
Nicholson was recognized
award possible. In bis days as an for his extreme dedication to his

By COURTNEY LEWIS
Contributing writer

With rows of mixed faces
watching, Lawrence Otis Graham took
the stage and spoke ofhis experiences
of being black in a ''racially polariz.ed
world."
Graham, who was invited as a
guest lecturer by CAB in recognition
of Black History Month, ·gave first
handaccountsofdealingwithbiasand
bigotry in our society.
"He had a lot of valid points. I
found some of his comments a little
offensive. I disagree with him on issues such as networking with whites in
the business world," Robin Johnson, a
Psychology major, said. "Personally,I
have nothing against him, it's just that
I feel we should concentrate on mak-

ing our own connection and strengthening the minority businesses."
Graham's lecture touched on
topics that are a part of many political
discussions.
"Too often the media focuses
on the Mark Furlunans of the world
insteadofthepassivebigotryofeveryday life," Graham said.
He talked about the concerns of
other blacks and their views on why
affirmative action does not work.
"Affirmative action does not
undennine the credibility of minorities and women. The disadvantage is
rooted in our history," Graham said.
Following the lecture, Graham
opened the floor for discussion and
concluded the night by signing copies

•Employee of the Year
of Police in 1988.
Police Service Technician
"It's kind of nice getting
Kellie Gifford received Employee back with the department/' Lee
of the Year honors and was praised said at the presentation. ''There
for doing an excellent job. Gifford have been a lot of changes here
is responsible for items purchased that are really tremendous."
at the police department, includDr. Joyce Clampitt, Interim
Vice President for Administration
ing equipment and vehicles.
Officer and Employee of the and Finance, present.ed all awardYear Awards were sponsored by · winners with certificates of merit
Don Lee, who ended a twenty- on behalf of President Hitt.
yearcareer at UCF as Acting Chief

fleer of the
Year
Ky 1 e
D. Peterson,
30,
was
named Officer of the
Y e a r .
Peterson, 1 a
a~raduater.stu- - ··
~Sfitincn\hi!'wt

naljustice, is
a member of
the Bike Patrol Unit.
Tu.rkiewicz
laudf'.d his ef-

Valentine's Day Special
Two Dinner- Entrees with
dessert for $16.99
:_Qviedo &.. UCF location.

j>'i

l!;)r'

282-0505
$5.00 Lg Cheese Pizza
w I valid student ID
We Deliver!

:PrincetonUniversityandHarvanlLaw
School. His resume includes such accolades as appearances on Oprah,
Ricky Lake and Today.
Graham is the author of 11

books,includingTheBestCompanies
for Minorities.
Member of the Club and The
Best Companies for Minorities ·are
both on sale at the UCF bookstore~
His works have appeared in the
New York Times, Essence and New

25¢ wings
Monday-Friday t 1-5
All Day and Night Saturday
Located across from UCF in the UC7
Shopping Center
2 New Locations in
Oviedo &.. Chickasaw
(UCF Pizza Special at UCF location only)

York Magazine.
Graham's latest accomplishment is a Warner Brothers film based
on his first-person undercover, lnvisible Man, a story aboutdiscrimination
in a Connecticut Country Club.

ofhislatestbook.MemberoftheClub.
Graham is a graduate of

Procedures
from GOVERNMENT, page 1
sees how conflict arose.
"It may be illegal, and it may
be unethical," he said. ''It's in that
grey area."
Another incident which violated purchasing procedures was a
trip taken in the fall to the University
of .Florida Homecoming concert
Gator Growl. Also he~d that weekend was a Florida Student Association meeting in Gainesville, which
all the Student Body President's
from the public universities in the
state attend.
In past year's UCF students
have attended this meeting and Gator
Growl to learn about FSA and to see
how the University of Florida celebrates their Homecoming.
But this year, unlike previous
years, 20 students attended the event
with all expenses paid by Activity
and Service Fees.
According to Amoros, he

made a recommendation to
Torregrosa to attend the festivities.
Amoros said that he ordered the
tickets with the consent of
Torregrosa and that Torregrosa decided-who would go.
Torregrosa disputes this story
and says in hindsight he would have
sent fewer people.
"Gator Growl was all him
(Amoros), he made a recommendation bu tit was all him. He bought the
tickets," Torregrosa said. ''I had no
prior knowledge. The tickets were
purchased, and when we showed up
at FSA Frank told me."
Amoros explained that as
SGA Vice President he has no signature authority or purchasing
power.
According to Torregrosa, ''In
essence that is partly true, as SG
Vice President he has no access to
funding line items on the budget but

the SG Vice President has signature
authority on certain things like group
travel, the book store and office
supplies."
Torregrosaadmitsthatheand
Amoros have differing philosophies,
but feels it is not right that Amoros
is blaming all the expenses on him.
"I can understand, politically
it's his best move. We've had lots of
disagreements and I'm the one taking blame," Torregrosa said.
Amoros is running for SGA
President in the upcoming elections.
Another expenditure which
did not follow purchasing procedures was $125 spent for an August
meeting at Cha-Cha coconuts in
Daytona. The meeting was to discuss possible advertising in the
University Reporter magazine.

'lifll!~fN'8':~'1':llVlII INTH!All"
~o ~· w~t to surprise your Valentine's

~;~e~e ,w1th an unforgettable gift this
yea'I!! Then, send liim or her a romantic
me.age,by Fadio. Ifs simple! Just call
,WUCF-FM 89.trs direct HM at 823-2664 and
dedi~e a 15 to, 30 second ttleSS1'ge to that
speeial someone. All •essages will start

airing on~ 1 thru February 14.
Eaeh message will air 5 to 7 times during
this two week period. It's free. so call now
and tune in!!
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Student Government column: more on the elections and health fee
Welcome back to the SGA Column. In
an ever-increasing effort to diversify the merits of the issues we write about, the SGA
Column will now feature viewpoints from the
Public Relations Director of the Executive
Branch and the Services and Public Relations
Committee of the Legislative Branch. We
believe this change will be an improvement in
the quality of information your Student Government provides.
Coming up very quickly is the Student
GovernrnentPresidentialElection. Please note
the new dates for the election, as they have
been moved _back a week to February 26
(Area Campuses)afid February 27 and 28 (all
Campuses). Also on the ballot are five Student Body Constitutional Amendments and
one Referendum. More detailed information
as well as the amendments and referendum in
their entirety can be found in a full page
advertisement elsewhere in this newspaper.
Please take the time to read it.
Perhaps the issue striking closest to
home is the Referendum on the Health Fee.
The Referendum will be polling the Student
Body for its opinion on the possible future of
the $47.30 per semester Health Fee. You will
be able to select from the one of the following
four choices: One, repeal the current $47.30
per semester Health Fee; Two, prorate the
Health Fee on a per credit hour basis; Three,

cost of services currently provided might go semester whether or not you use any of the
up. This would be due to thefactthat26,000+ services. This is perhaps most troubling to
students would not be paying for the ser- those students who either take only one class,
vices. Ifyou select option two, to pro-rate the live far away, or have other insurance arHealth Fee, those students that take more rangements. However, a very viable solution
than 12 credit hours might end up paying that emerged would be the possibility of promore than they currently rating the Health Fee on a per credit hour
do for the same service. basis. Thus, for those people taking only a
John Turner, Sen- class or two, the Health Fee would not be such
ate Pro Tempore and a burden; and, conversely, those who take
member of the Services more classes would be charged a higher" fee.
and Public Relations · · Remember, the Referendum is not leCommittee, responds . gally binding, "it expresses the Opinion ofthe
with the following items Student Body of UCF." However, that opinon the Referendum: One, ion carries weight in the Administration, the
it was initiated by the Stu- Board of Regents and at the State level. Also,
dent Body President be- once the Referendum is taken, the resulting
cause of the uproar cre- action, whatever it may be, will still take some
ated when the State time for Student Government to pursue with
handeddownarulingthat the Administration ·and higher; it will not
the Health Center could no longer waive the happen overnight.
Health Fee for students (except in a few, speThe decisions you make this Presidencific cases). Two, this Referendum was~ tial Election are important ones and should
by acclamation (that is, without objection) in not be taken lightly. Student Government
the Student Senate. Three, this gives UCF encourages everyone to find out all the inforStudents the bestplace to voice theiropinion on mation you can concerning the Health Fee
the Health Fee.
Referendum, the five Student Body ConstituGiven the current state of affairs, no tional Amendments and the Presidential Canmatter if you take one credit hour or sixteen, didates. Your Student Government is only as
you still pay the same $47.30 Health Fee per effective as you make it.

leave the Health Fee in its current state; Four,
write in your suggestion.
Melissa Lawrence, Director of Public
Relations, makes the following points on
those options: if you want the Health Center
to remain the way it is, with every student
paying a flat f~ per semester without regard to
the number of credit
hours he/she is taking,
then you might want to
select the third option. If
you want to see the
Health Centerprivatjz.ed
where only those students who use the services of the l:fealth Center would pay for it, you
might want to select option one. -(If there is no
Health Fee, the Health Center would likely
become privatized.) If you would like students charged on a per credit llour basis, in
which students would be charged "X" amount
of dollars per credit hour, then you might
want to select option two. If you ha~ a
suggestion that we have not thought about,
you will have the opportunity to write in your
suggestion.
Keep in mind, ifyou choose option one
(the likely end result being privatization), the

State of eme,,,ency necessitates suspension of eleclion
tram ELECTIONS, page 1.

Torregrosa said that this was unexpected. and
necessitated the nomination process for Rosibel
Mo~ to become the new Chief Elections
Commissioner. Monserrate, the fonner As,gstant Elections Commissioner, was .confirmed
last Thursday.
The position ofChiefElections~
sionerhasbeenastickingpointsinceTmegrosa•s
decision to dismiss the fonner Assistant Elections Commissioner, KietNgo. Ngo could have
become theChiefElections Coinmissionerafter
ChiefElectionsCornrnis&onerMerigelMalapira
quit in December.
''I didn't feel he had the 1eadelShip and be
had ~onstrated bi~ in last yeaf s election,,,
said Torregrosa.
Ngo's dismissal forced the nomination of
Goode who ended up quiting la week.

SHANNON McGRATH
Communications Disorders major
"I plan to work on Valentine's. But ifl could
have my fantasy date, it would be with
someone that would sweep me off my feet.
He would be someone real sensative and
sincere."

>

ANDY MUENCH
Organizational Communications major
"I plan to go out to dinner with someo~e real
special that I care a lot about."

CHRIS KOZLOWSKI
Marketing major
"Our fraternity is giving heart-shaped cakes to
all of the sororities."

RACHANAPATEL
Computer Science major
····'""'···:·
"I would like to spend a quiet evening at tW''
home with the person I most want to be
with."

The other problem Torregrosa cited was
the unexpected rejection of Derek Thomas two
weeksagoasthenew AttomeyGeneral. Thomas
had passed the Elections and Appointments
Committee but was voted down in Senate.
Torregrosa said he will noininate his
former judicial advisor, _Wendy Reese, for
Attorney General this Thursday night. Reese
is currently the acting Attorney General.
The Attorney General represents student government in the event of a
contestment, interprets SGA election statutes and acts as a watchdog on the election
commission.
"Our election statutes have a lot of
ambiguity in them," Torregrosa said.
"That's why it requires the Attorney General to make interpretations."
The elections have been rescheduled
for Feb. 27 and 28 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Workshop emphasizes problems,
effects and solutions to hazing
conventions and leadership schools since 1981.
Mr. Wes~l used stories, examples and
Stafl'Writer
personal insight to show how the problems ·of
Injury, death, lawsuits and negative pub- hazing can begin and grow. He also illustrated
licity, all these acts can OCClll' when amember of · ways he pinpoints the problem, resistance to
the Greek community is involved in hazing. stopping hazing problems and the effects of
Monday, February 5, University of Central hazing.
''Hazing comes in, as Carl Sandberg once
Florida's lnterfratemity Council and Sigma Alwroteaboutfog,
on little cat's feet,"Mr. Westhol
phaEpsilonFratemitysponsoreda workshopon
said.
''It
just
starts
off very innocently with let's
hazing entitled ''Hazing on Trial II."
make
our
new
pledges
make the associates,
The main focus of the worlcshop was to
make
the
new
there's always that
enlighten the Greek community to the problem
word
make,
let's
make
them
do this. Then, the
ofhazing, a problem that has claimed the livC?S of
next
group
that
comes
in
says,
lets tum up the
44 men across the nation over the Past 14 years.
butane
just
a
little
bit
..
"
The workshop also showed that hazing is
Mr.Westholalsowentontosayhowmost
not only oommon to men's fraternities but that it
of
the
hazers
he sees in organimtions are simply
can happen anywhere.
bullies
that
have
no self-esteem or just enjoy
''Hazing is just not a Greek issue," said
having
power
over
others.
Greg Mason, Coordinator for Greek Affairs. ''I
''If
you
haze
here
at Central Florida in any
know of individuals .who were hazed in ·their
way
you
are
a
bully.
You're
using your badge
high school bands and drill teams, but were never
insteadofaclub,
stick,
weight,
biceps ordeltoids.
hazed in their fraternity or sorority."
You're
using
your
badge
and
that's terribly
The program was presented by Dave
wrong,"
Mr.
Westhol
said
Westhol, Executive Director of Theta Chi FraStudent and Greek re.5p0nse to the semi.. temity.Mr. Westholhasservedonthefacultyfor
narseemed
to be very positive. Students watched
the Southeastern Intrafratemity Conference, is a
with
gi-eat
enthusiasm
and left Mr. Westhol with
member ofthe Michigan Bar Association and is
the President of the Fraternity Insurance Pur- a standing ovation.
· ''I felt that Mr. Westhol was dynamic and
chasing Group.
He has delivered the workshop ''Hazing educational and the audience could really conon Trial" over 530 times at over 350 campuses nect with rum." Panhellenic President Barbara
and over 100 national fraternity and sorority Lopez said.

By JEFFDETHUIN
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Yet another valentine's day
Marsha Hutchinson-Hogg
;;

GUEST WRITER

St. Val~tine's Day. To
me, it's just another day; to a
whole tribe of you it means
chocolate, wine, a romantic
rendezvous, red roses, cute
Hallmark cards and way too
many people wearing red.
It's like the Superbowl
of love, or the World Cup of
romance, since I prefer soccer.
Not everyone is lucky(?) enough
to play and some are just on the
sidelines. The rest of us just
hang out in the bleachers.
Anyway, St. v ·alentine's Day is
a great day to be yourself. It is
also a great day to take risks. A
man can approach the woman
he's been watching from afar
and say "Happy Valentine's"
and try to drag a conversation
out of her. It's the perfect
opportunity. Face it: she's a
stranger, there's no way
you'd know her birthday and
"Merry Christmas" is not going
to make the cut on February '14.
Better yet, casually throw in a
red rose and she has to say
something nice to you (if she
can't take a compliment, she's
probably not worth your time
anyway). Flattery, when you
mean it, can definitely work in
your favor. By the way, stalking
and obsessive behavior d'o not
count as shows of affection.
To couples, let your
significant other know how

much (or how little) he/she
means to you, because relationships can go either way on Vday. Seriously, they could either
be to tide you over in your
prospective depression or simply
represent a gesture of romantic
love. The wine ... , well I'm sure
you can imagine what a rejected,
jilted individual would do with a
bottle of wine or champagne. On
a more cheerful note, V-day
offers the perfect excuse for you
two, (or three, for the sickerminded among us) to practice
P.D.A.-:--- public displays of
affection. Just try to avoid doing
it around anyone with red puffy
eyes looking suicidal.
If you've given up on
ever finding love or even shortterm romance, maybe ifs time
to rethink that. Look within
yourself and .say "I'm a nice
person" and radiate that attitude,
(guys, saying "I'm studly" or
any similar phrase, just isn't
quite the same thing). Qualities
you possess may be quite
attractive to someone
else. But if ya don't show it,
they won't know it.
And to tbe· general
public who have grasped
nothing so far, have a good day
(and please try not to stare at
any P.D.A., your time will
come). Be happy.

..

Tape vs. Staples:

And the .winner is.••

David Swartz, Jr.

True, Christmas has come
and gone. It's now been anywhere
from a week to a year since the
A
holidays, depending on when this
column is published. But it's safe to
say that I still have Scotch tape stuck
to me. Yes, during my winter break
I made some new arch rivals: the
3M Corporation and every other tremely tiny presents, such as d.ust
company which makes clear adhe- mites. You then continue to pick at
the roll of tape, until, eventually,
sive tape.
Perhaps you've had the same you're surrounded by a generous
experience: You're hastily wrap- fayer of tape shavings that won't
ping presents on .Christmas eve, come out of the carpet for decades.
since you put the chore off until the In the tape business, this is known as
last minute. Even though you're "Self-adhesion and Side-peel:" This
rushed, you think you're in control is why you need a plethora of backWeb Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
_ of the situation. Unfortunately, you up rolls. It's also how the adhesive
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
· are sorely mistaken, because you tape industry stays in the black.
forgot the first rule of gift wrapping:
Since my last tape experience,
have so much Scotch tape on hand
that, if you really wanted to, you
could mummify all the Congress© 1995 Campbell Communications, Inc.
Offices: 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 3281_7
men in the House of RepresentaNewsroom : (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
tives, which I strongly suggest doing
ifyou ever have the opportunity.
~r
Editor .........................••......•.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• Seatt Perry
"Why
in
the
world
should
I
Managing Editor ................................................ Mike White
have that much tape on hand?" you
News Editor ............................................................. Jeff Hunt
say.
Sports Editor ...••.... ~...••.•..••.•••..•...••..••••••..•••••• Jason S'¥ancey
Well, I'm glad you asked. I
Features Editor ....•..•..••..••.••.••••.•••••.••.••••••••••••• Derek Krause
wasrunningoutoftangents
to go off
Opinion Editor .••.••......••......•..•..•••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••• Pat Fox
on.
Photo Editor ....•.....•..•.•....•...•...•...•••.••••••••••••••••••••••• Jeff Hunt
Anyone who has had the disCopy Editor ......•... ;...••......•.. Mike Melnick, David Swartz, Jr.
pleasure
ofhandl!ng adhesive tape,
Production Manager ................... ~................... Pete Matchett
especially the clear kind, knows that
Staff Writers: Doris Bloodsworth, Laura Bundy, Joe Chabus, Darren
if you let go of the end, it instantly
Crovitz, Justin Delias, Jeff Dethuin, Dan Griffin,
attaches to itself and melds into one I've tried to distance myselfas much
Jeff Hogan, Ken Jackson, Pat Karsnick, Samantha Kates, Michelle
solid disk ofplastic. This leaves you as possible from Scotch tape. I now
Martinez, Peter Maxwell, Tony Mejia, Joseph Nadeau, Tim Springer
picking at an invisible line of tape have a particular fondness for
with your fingernails. And, if you staples. I don't mind publicly statBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
hold
the roll of tape at exactly the ing that I love staples. They're fanPu.blisher •••..•••••.•••~......................................... Stephen Norris
right
angle
to the light, the invisible tastic. So many people today underPresi~ent ........................................................ Richard Agster
line
of
tape
becomes even more rate staples. They just don't know
Business Manager ............................................. Ben Thomas
invisible.
Within·
an hour or two, how handy they can be. For inAdvertising Manager .................................. Donald Bates, Jr.
you'll
find
the
end
of the tape and stance, in my old car, the headliner
Distribution Manager .................................. Jonathan Evans
start
scraping
at
it.
Mier
another 45 would periodically become overlyOassified M31lager ......................................... Kristen Stuart
minutes.. .SUCCESS !
affected by the Earth's gravity and
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are ~of the newspaper or its
You lift up a comer and care- fall down.
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University adminiitratioa or
fully peel it back, an(!, just as you
Board of Regents. Letters to the editor must be typed and include the author'1 signatun:,
I tried everything: glue,
major, and phone number. Letters 8!" subject to the editina of srammar 81,ld for space,
begin to triumphantly celebrate, the double-sided tape, thumb tacks,
and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their ~licadon. TM ~ntral
tape turns mutinous, starts to peel to screws, etc. None did the job. FiFlorida Future is a free, campus newspaper published twice weekly through the fall
the side, and leaves you with a quar- nally,lsawthelightand gave staples
and spring semesters, and once weekly through the summer semesters. Campbell
Communications is not associated with the University ofCentral Florida. Single copies
ter-inch long sticky tape triangle, a try. Hallelujah! They worked perare free; additional copies may be purchased at the Future office for $.SO each.
which is perfect for wrapping ex- fectly! They worked absolutely

••••••••••••••••
clliiraI Florida Future

I now have a
particular fondness

staples. I don't

mind publicly
stating that I love
staples. So many
people today

under-rate staples.

LITTLE TWIST

magnificently! Except for the ones
that fell down and got stuck in my
rear end! But I should of looked
where I was sitting!
. Of course, there are more uses
for staples than just as automotive
trim, staples can also be used as wire
holders, carpet keeper-in-placers,
poster pins, and, occasionally, office stationary. But, most importantly, staples can be used as makeshift buttons. For instance, about
two months ago, the button fell off
a pair of pants that I wear to work. I
thenrealized thatihad three choices:
I could
(a.) Sew on a new button.
(b.) Buy a new pair of pants,
or (c.) Every day before I go
to work, simply whip out the stapler
and shoot about three or four staples
into my mid-section. As ifl have to
te11 you, the obvious answer is "C."
You females probably find
this hard to comprehend; you're
wondering how one could be so
cheap and lazy to use a quick-fix
such as this. Meanwhile the guys
are going, "Staples? Hell, I could fix
my pants with duct tape in half the
time!"
So, now I've become a staple
advocate. I don't think there's a
single greater cause one could devote his life to. The world needs to
realize how far staples have brought
us; how much they have to give. I'm
going to go out right now and start a
staple advocacy group...right after I
get the last of this Christmas-time
Scotch tape out of my hair.
*Hey Look! An Interactive
Columnist! Join me in my petition
of getting this newspaper to use
staples down the center strip. Email me at david.swartz
@outdoor.com
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Earn$ in N~twork Mktg. Unique
product w/ exclusive patent:
Vitamist oral spray vitamins.
Call Kathleen 898-3902(pm) or
Janet 422-7060.

Apartment cleaners wanted. Work
close to UCF Flex. hours, high
pay for dependable people Call
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
Shipshape janitorial 647-6511
just interested in hanging around
VALET RUNNER
with veterans having fun and
Extra
Money $6-$12/hr
helping the community?
-Flexible
shifts
Join The Student Veteran
be
physically
fit
Must
Association .
Appearance
Standard
For info Call 823-2707
- Driving Record c~ecked
- Must be at least 19
Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F

Club Info

•
•
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ATIENTION ALL STU·
DENI'S!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSIIlPS AVAJL:.
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
PRIVATE FUNDING.

Personals
Venus-Love Introductions BBS
New FREE intro. medium!
Modem 366-7697, 8Nl, ANSI.
Hurry, include your profile,
Others will be looking!!

Good$$$ Flexible Hours
"Herbal Ecstacy" Co. seeks sales
rep to place product in stores. Call
Brenda (800) 533-5511

QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1 800 AID-2-HELP (1800
243-2435)
Baily's special limited program for
1-------~-----1 students and residents. Call Walter
CIIlLDCARE NEEDED 297-8400.
IMMEDIATELY!
Belly Dancing ~ons
Exercis~ your entire body while
·Busy, single lawyer- mother
It's not about
Sherwood Forest 1 med occ. 3/2 2/2
learning an art of an ancient
needs sitter for well-behaved 9 &
.PROMISES•••
dmv prop 657-1067 1800929-4403
world. Retone your bodY, acquire
5 yr olds. Approx 3-10 pm
AN AIR FORCE
It's about
orncER.
mental discipline and have fun.
Various weekdays, with some
RESULTS!
Put your college
Call W Med, Inc. 380-2706
flex ..$5/hr
degree to work in
plus. (Avg.$125. wk) Must have
the Air Force
Are you tired of answering ads?
Officer Training
car and excellent references re:
Free T·Shirt + $1000
MINS Mature and responsible. 10
School and receive:
Norrell Services is offering an
responsibility, dependability &
Credit Card fundraisers for
min from UCF. 2br/2ba Furn. Own
• great starting pay
excellent opportunity for quafr:character. Strongly prefer
fraternities, sororities &
• medical and denbedroom/bath $290/mo + 1/2 util.
fied applicants in our East
experience with Children. I have
groups.Any campus organization
tal care
Dave 381-5208
Orlando facility adjacent to UCF
• 30 days vacation
can raise up to $1000 by earning a
with pay per year
in Research Park.
Administrative Assistant needed for
whopping $5.00/VISA
• management
downtown real-estate developer.
application.Call 1-800-932-0528
opportunities
For your results oriented,
Computer and general office
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a
See if you qualify.
Call
motivational attitude we are
skills,dependable transportation
FREE T -SIDRT
VALET PARKING POSIDONS
offering:
required. PIT approx. 20 hrs/week, i------------~
A1R FORO:
AVAILABLE
flexible schedule, $7.50/hr
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
*Day/Evening/Weekend Shifts
TOLL FREE
1-800-42J-l 1S1W
Tom 422-1000
*Guaranteed Base
Artists, Writers, plus Muscle
must have clean driving rec~rd
*Monthly Bonus
Women BBS. Upload your art or
great personality & customer
*Service Bonus
writing! Or view/read art &
service oriented
*Training
writing.
FREE and local call!
Call Guest services management
*Vacation
Modem
366-7697
8Nl, ANSI.
'83 VW GTI red, rebuilt Jan. 94
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
*Benefits
Like new interior, mech.
al)d up,
excel.,drk windows, good radio.
Call for an immediate interview
$2200: 667-0498
CHILDREN'S FITNESS CENTER
TODAY!!
needs reliable, exp'd teachers.
IF YOU ARE A STUDENT FROM OVERSEAS
384-8549
'82 Dodge 400 Loaded 86k miles
Gymnastics, Dance, Aikido
WITH GOOD BUSINESS CONNECTIONS,
Looks/Runs great $950 381-7929
instructors. Casselberry 331-8123
NORRELL LOGO
CALL US FOR THE OPPORUNITY OF A
eoe ada no fee
'91 Camero RS 5.0 5 spd, air airbag,
LIFETIME.
CAMP COUNSELORS
good refs. too. 244-3230
eagle GTS. 67,000 Gentle Old guy
Tennis, Waterskiers, Riding,
..__M_a::;.c_c_o_m_p_ut-er_e_x-pe_rt_w_an-te-d--1
miles $6650
PHU 332-9288 (9-5 p.m.)
Th~atre Staff.
TOM 298-6287 (After Hours)
forconsulting/proble~ solving.
Rich 831-7002 or 277-7214 eves.
Camp Laurel- A private children's
Must be very knowledgeable on
FAX 290-6691
camp in Maine seeks experienced
software, hardware. Ptr hrs,
tennis players, skiers, English riders
flexible. Steve 895-0800
and drama staff for summer camp
·
~ ~SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
CANCUN SPRING BREAK
Make Money distributing digital
counselor positions. Must have
) ~~
The Biggest Piµties !
satellite television.
·
interest in living and working with
Until Robots replace Humans
from
only
$299
!
!
Air
Serious income opportunity
children. Interviewing on campus
Call 800/919-9920
382-5020
·
. l..
. ... your plasma will always be needed
soon: Call I-800-327-3509.

~
~BECOME

For Rent

Roommates

Help Wanted

For Sale

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

. Services

I

~

0

· . . ·' J
~

~-

Babysitter- Weekdays 2:30-6:30
$6.00 hr. Car required
Call 282-5598 eves.

.c---- · DID YOU KNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA '°U DONATE HELPS:

100 People Wanted: We pay you
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

Grand Opening Special
$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 1 month unlimited tanning
l free tan with full set of nails

Free Long Distance Phone
Service: No change in current
carrier while earning substantial
weekly income. Contact Gladys
at 380-3075

*Patients in· shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for burns,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Prntect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

'We will compensate )OU for your time when giving the gift of liE"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/or appointment .
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841 -2151 Orlando, FL

r----~-~----------------------------------------------~

Classl;-'1z·ed Adve•t1·s1·ng r·v o· rm. __
~.

I

I

.

~

-----------~-------~----------

--~---------~--------~--------

Please check one of the following:
fo r Nent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
.:.__For Sale
._Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommat~s

_Greek Corner
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thu:s.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ _ _ _.......__ _
RATES: $1 per line for UCF stude~, facul~, s~ and alumni. $3 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFU_NDS. Mfill form and payment to T'ne Centi;al Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, ·Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads"' may also may be placed in person :in our offices,
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

tI
1-----------------------------~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Na~, address, and ph~e (required): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
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Dial "O" to call collect.

@ BELLSOUTH ~
It's All Here."
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THE
ACROSS
1 Jokes
5 Devotees
9 Hidden defect
13 Butter's rival
14 Stopped snoozing
16 Old Norse poem
17 Char
18Washbowl
19 Opposing one
20 Childish
22 Bartender's measure
24Narrated
25 Contour
26 A berry, in fact
29 Stipened
32-Maria
33 Something sweet
35 Charged particle
37 Certain European
39 Rescues
41 Fr. noggin
42 Go slowly
44 Bicycle part
46 Corvine cry
47Coached
49 Flattens
51 Earthen lump
52 Hill of sand

Crossword
53 Hymn of praise
56 "La Boheme"
heroine
61 Smell
63 Rounded part
64Candid
65 Sadness
66 School on the
Thames
67Warbled
68 Gainsay
69 Fender flaw
DOWN
1 Asian desert
2 An astringent
3 Bacterium
4 Musical work
5Wonderful
6 Oscar, e.g.
7 Proboscis
8 Go oyer snow
9 Piece
10 Body organ
11 Before: pref.
12 Dam in a stream
15Like

21 Small fry
23 "-La Douce"
25 Got along
26 Ingredient in powder
27 Not hidden
28 Parking or postage
29 Like city streets
30 A relative
31 Complete
34 StOOd open
36Tidings
38 Doctrine
.40 Promoting health
43 Stack
45 Singer Home
48 Wanderer
50 Concealed
52 Fiend
53 O.T. book
54_Kind of palm
55.Special agents
56Function
57 Letter
58 Black, to poets
59 Housing expense .
62 Staff

The

Answers
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University Flor~tl
& Gift Shoppe

.:J.lafaya & McCu[[ouch 1?paa

_YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENJ'ER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Amigo's & Giovanni's)

366-1177

Show Student ID and
We wire
Get a 10% Discount
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets excludes wire orders
'
Anywhere!
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
Funeral Tribute Specialists
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

Valentine's Day and EVERY DAY - lots of
unique fresh arrangements
Come See!!!

Tee off at the "Happ~· Gilmore" and the "Planet Golf" -~ Web-Sites
http://www.mca.com/universal_picturcs/happy
http://www.planct9olf.com/rtt~.htmi
FOR YOUR CHANCl TO WIN AUTOGRA,HID MOVll MlY.ORAllLIA AND OTHER GREAT 'LAHET GOLF
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World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
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ISo/o Off All Clothing
thru February
(excluding t· shirts)

75 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown Orlando
407-839-0077
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by DEAN G. LEWIS
Staff writer
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The scene, the most important element in movies, can either
make or break a film. When I look
back and try to remember all the
great films I've seen in the last six
years, great scenes are usually permanent fixtures in my memory. I
adamantly believe the best scenes
either convey action or dialogue.
Crime thrillers, for example, along
with sci-ti and horror fantasies, can
be infamous for their elaborate action scenes. Love stories, political
yarns, and melodramas, on the other
hand, can be as equally renowned
for their dialogue scenes.
What follows is an exclusive
list of some of my favorite scenes
from some of the most memorable
offerings to hit the silver screen
since 1990. Not all of these films are
blockbusters. Only a few received
any sweeping critical acclaim, yet I
pray that this enlightenment will
encourage others to seek out these
-titles at the local video store (except
Heat, which is still showing at local
theaters).
One of the best films of 1990
wasPhilJoanou'sStateofGrace, a
contemporary crime study of New
York City's Hell's Kitchen·and the
Irish mobs that patrolled its streets.
Undercover cop Sean Penn, packs a
magazine-fed pistol and heads to
crime boss Ed Harris' hangout, a
trendy downtown pub. Director
Joanou masterfully creates tension
by intercutting segments of a climactic St. Patrick' sDay parade with
an operatic, slow-motion ballet of
bullets between Penn and Harris'
henchmen. Violent and visually
unsettling, this scene closes the lid
on an absorbing pre-Tarantino underworld with utter conviction.

Oscar ncxl for Best Supporting Actress.
My top pick for 1992 was
Scent ofa Woman, a story of a blind
and embittered retired Army colonel (Al Pacino) who takes reluctant
preppie Charlie (Chris O'Donnell)
to NYC for a Thanksgiving weekend of turkey, sex, Tango dancing,
Ferraris and suicide. Pacino's Oscar-winningperformance(andit'sa
powerhouse) beautifully concludes
with a rousing disciplinary hearing
set up by O'Donnell's Headmaster
(James Rebhom). In his defense of
Charlie, Pacin9 delivers the speech
of the century. Spilling out philosophies of wars fought and battles lost,
Pacino inspires the entire student
body to value inte¢ty and courage.
AstirringfinalethatequalsPacino's
courtroom revolt in 1979' sAnd.Justice For All.
1993 was a crowning year
for small, independent features.
Searching For Bobby Fischer, Naked, and American Heart broke out
of Hollywood to offer fresh and
original stories. In addition to
Speilberg's Schindler's List, all of
them were among the year"s best.
Australian director Peter Weir surprised me with his affecting psychcxlrama, Fearless. Jeff Bridges
registered strongly as a plane-crash
survivor who befriends fellow sur. vivor Rosie Perez, distraught over
the death of her child in the crash.
He pulls her out of her self-imposed
guilt in a riveting scene in which
Bridges deliberately plunges a car
into a brick wall. A crying Perez is
strapped fo the back seat, holding a
red tool box she thinks it is her baby.
The impact thrusts the box out of her
hands and through the windshield,
while the rock chords of. U2's
''Where the Streets Have No Name"
frolic on the soundtrack.

fora morning flight back to America,
meets attractive and friendly French
girl Delpy on the train. They decide
to get off the train and roam Vienna
forone night. The endless bantering
between the two adds authenticity

to Linklater' s story, especially-to a
scene in Which they stage a phone
conversation in a restaurant, mimicking their best friends and exposing each other's most intimate feelings. It is the candid observa~ons

that make these two actors exceptionally striking.
Heat, Michael Mann's (The
Last of the Mohicans, Thief) 1995
urban crime drama, is an often fascinating portrait of LA's underworld. Al Pacino plays Vincent
Hanna, a homicide cop obsessed
with nailing mastermind thief Neil
McCauley, played by Robert De
Niro. Pacino and De Niro are a
couple of regular fellas. When they
collide, sparks are sure to fly. Midway through the film, Mann brings
these two acting icons together in a
restaurant for coffee. We see a pair
of heavyweights -Scalface and
Raging Bull-share the same space
on screen for the first time. The
scene serves a purpose: it shows the
sensibilities behind the hunter and
the hunted. And we realize they're
not enemies after all. They're just
old friends.

I

i

...
.;
i.
Robert DeNiro and Al Pacino confront each other in
"the Coffee Shop" scene in Michael Mann's Heat.
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1995-96 Basketball Standings
Gemini (GW)
1. Dead Presidents
2. The Bulls
3. Sweet Tarts
4. Lightning
5. FCA .

6-0
5-1
4-2

2-4
1-5

Apollo (AW)
1. PBP
2.AZD
3. DOD
4.ZTA
5. DG

•

•
•

•

•

•

'

5-1

4-2
2-4
1-5
0-6

Julie Delpy and Ethan Hawke chat away inBefore Sunrise.
1991 saw Martin Scorsese
direct a chilling remake of the
1961 Cape Fear, in which die-hard
criminal Mai Cady gets out of jail
to track down the lawyer who put
him in. The remake featured an incredibly psychotic performance by
Robert De Niro. Even more incredible was Juliette Lewis, who played
lawyer Nick Nolte's eighteen-yearold daughter. Maybe her puberty
anxieties landed her ina scene where
De Niro, posing as one of her high- ·
school teachers, sllm.mons the girl
into a dimly lit auditorium .in an
attempt to seduce her. At first, Lewis
is mystified at his presence; she .
sucks De Niro's thumb, fondling it
for several minutes. When he becomes too assertive, she backs off
and runs out of the auditorium.
This scene alone was probably responsible for her well-deserved

Quentin Tarantino ruled the
box office in 1994 with the precedent-setting Pulp Fiction. But Speed
broke all limits in the action genre
that year to give us the best head
rush since 1988'sDieHard. Keanu
Reeves and Sandra Bullock find
themselves trapped on a runaway
bus full of passengers, on a bus
rigged by m~dman Dennis Hopper.
A bomb is set to ignite if the bus'
speed_dips below 55 mph. In the
most nerve-wracking scene, director Jan DeBont (the upcoming
Twister)· catapults the bus in midair, over a break in the freeway,
making an amazing and daring stunt
look terrifyingly real.
Richard Linklater, the slacker
from Austin, Texas, directed Ethan
Hawke and Julie Delpy in 1995's
Before Sunrise. American college
student Hawke, en route to Vienna

GOOD-BYE
NICKS.
No soap and water shave helps
protect 'against nicks and dryness

like Skintimate® Shave Gel.
S K I NT ·I M AT E® S H AV E G E L
Could your legs be a little softer?"'
C1995 S.C. Johnson & Son. Inc. All rights reserved.
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UCF nearly avenges earlier blowout versus Charteston
them to come out and give us a tremendous ball game. Kirk (Speraw)
hashisteamupforthisgame,"CharlesThe UCFGolden Knights con- ton coach John Kresse said. 'The fact
tinue to do their best impersonation of that they rebounded from the loss to
the Beastie Boys and Tribe Called us, and won two road games against
Quest's hit on the albumlll Coinmuni- solid teams says something special
cation as they strive to "Get it To- about this team's character."
gether."
Kressecouldn'thavebeenmore
The Knights took their show. correct UCF amassed a tremendous
on the road for a rare Monday night scoringonslaughtandbuilta 17-Slead
game against crosstown rival .Stetson in the game's first five minutes. With
at the Edmunds Center in Deland. A ten minutes left, the Knights went up
seasonhighcrowdof3,031 sawUCF 27-17 on an Eric Riggs trey. Things
tum in one of their best defensive , went downhill for the Knights after
perfonnances of the season in pulling that, as Harry Kennedy's three ended
off a 75'"66 upset of the Hatters.
a five minute scoring. drought and
The' squad came out sky high ended up bemg the lone.win~ scored
and went on a 1&-2 run 'after a Chad by UCE~n ftie i~t ~ven., anci ~-half
Uunliertjam had given the Hatters the minutes of the firSt half. .
"
early 2-0 lead: The Kiiights then held
The·secpnd half1J.eg3p witjl the
Stetson to 23 percent shooting for the teams playing tee~-totter with ·the ·
rest of.the first half ancl cruised to the lead; with,UCF holding a 44-4~ lead
locker room with a 35~24 lead.
with exactly 14 ~nutes rem~g.
"We canie out really pumped Charleston then went on a 12-2 ruo to
up.Ithoughtourdefensiveintensityin grab a nine point advantage Of! ~pair
the 21 point win over Campbell was of Delaney free throws with 9:50 left.
the best we've had all season, and I
"Alotofteamswouldjustfold
guess some of that carried over to uptheirtentsandgohomebeingdown
tonight," saidUCFcoachK.irkSperaw. by nine to us, especially after leading
UCFpusheditsleadtoasmuch the whole game," Kresse said. 'They
as 16, and led by that same margin wouldn't fold. You got to give them
with eight and a half minutes to play. creditforthatithinkthey'reoneofthe
Stetson was detennined to make a better teams we've faced all year."
game of it, however, and fueled by
UCF did com~ back, getting
theirloud,rowdyfans.And, with their their second wind defensively, and
rendition of the "Stetson Stomp," the going on a 10-3 run of their own to
teamwentonal2-0runtocutthelead close back to within two. You could
to four with five minutes to go.
hear Speraw from the sideline shoutGuard Stacey Castle then went ing ''Execute, execute!" The entire
on a tear, ripping Stetson star Jason crowd of 1,089 were on their feet
AlexanderandleadingaKnightbreak cheering when Kennedy, who along
which would culminate in a Harry withRiggspacedtheKnightsinscorKennedy three. Speraw would later ing with 16, drilled a three to make it
said that was the turning point of the 66-65 with forty seconds left. You
game.
could almost feel the upset in the
''I think we played great, and making, but it was not to be. Jennel
kept ourselves focused There was President hit a huge baseline leaner,
neveratimewherewelostourcompo- and then stripped the ball from Porter
sureorour selfconfidence, andI think to wrap it up.
that's a credit to our team," Castle
It was no consolation to coach
said.
·
Speraw that we played so well against
UCF returned home to find a such a tough squad.
disturbing swprise waiting for them
"Yougoouttowinthesegames.
- the .18-2 College of Charleston That'swhyweplaythegame,"Speraw
Cougars, undefeated in the TAAC remarkedinhispo.5tgamecomments.
and winners of 16 straight games.
''We played well, but we had one of
Charleston, whichhadalsowon thosesiretches,oneofthosestretches."
sixteen straight games the past two
''They made the plays. That's
seasons, but had never been able to why they're 11-0. I'd like to compliwin number 17, had to feel confident mentourguysforplayingthemhard,"
in playing a UCF team who they had said Castle, who finished with 15
destroyed 103-61 just a week ago.
points, 4 rebounds, 5 as.sists and just
"Actually, we're expecting one turnover.
by TONY .MEJIA

Staff writer

(Travis)ty
There's no final score in
this column; no favorite or underdog. It's not for a championship or an undisputed title. It's
about a young .athlete who made
it only 11 seconds into his dream
before he was suddenly stripped
of any glory or celebi:ation for his
accomplishment. . ·
Attheageofonlyfouryears
old, his feet adapted to the firm
hold of ice skates. His love grew
for the game of hockey through
his childhood, volunteering for
local amateur teams at any chance
he could. When he wasn't picking up equipment after practices
and games, he was competing
himself. He made the All-stars in
high school and always dreamed
of playing in college one day. He
searched for the best school,
which ironically he chose - the
defending Division I National
Champions, Boston University.
It was the first game of the
95-96 season. He watched the
banner raise high above the ice in
recognition of the team he was
now part of. His goal: to raise a
second banner and be a part of a
championship team of his own.
His team· scored a qufok goal,
and just after the next face-off he
got what he worked his whole
life for.
He took the ice for his first
shift and immediately, with vigorous force, skated toward his
opponent with the puck. He
skated up the right ·boards and
threw a vicious check. His body,
because of the force he put into it,
also flew into the boards at great
impact. But he was less fortunate
than his victim. He hit the boards
head first and fell to the ice like a
rag doll. His father rushed to the
ice knowing that his son was terribly hurt.
"Dad, I'm hurt pretty bad,"
were the first words he spoke as
he lay there motionless. He
couldn't move any part of his
body. His father watched helplessly, fighting the tears as his
son scrolled his eyes up at his
father and said, "Dad, I made it."
Multiple neck injuries and
a damaged fourth vertebrae will
keep him from ever walking
again. He'll never play the game
again, or for that matter even
stand on skates again. Since the
incident a few months ago, the
Boston University hockey team
hangs his jersey behind the bench
before every game. Some time
later, a short distance away from
his home, a man loses his job and
house. He had recently gotten
divorced and had no shelter or
family to speak of.
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1996 UCF Football Signees

.

• Kuit Bauman
: Richard Bryant
• Kennyaart
•Nikko Cooper
• Deaubrey Devine
: Ron Dixon
e Fred Harley
• Frank Haynes
• Reggie Holloway
: Willie Johnson
• Greg Johnson
• Charles Lee
: Chris Lorenti
•Lance Loveless
•Edward Mack
•Jeff Mauldin
: Freddy Moore
•Myron Refoure
•Tyrell Rice
: Rachaud Smith
• Carl Thomas
• Shawn Thomas

He picked up his final $200
paycheck and donated it to the
Travis Troy fund.
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6-4
6-4
6-2
6-3
6-0
6-0
6-3
6-6
6-4
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-2
5-9
6-3
6-5
5-10
6-0
6-0
5-6
6-4

240
240
190
180

DT
1E
WR
WR

230

LB

165

WR

235

DE

295

OL
DT

282
245
170
180
290
185
175
225
275
185
175
190
190
'2:70

'IE.

WR
WR
OL
QB
TB

DE
DT
LB
DB
LB
1B
DT
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Chiefland HS
•
Amer. Heritage HS
•
Ocala Vangawd HS
•
. Scottsdale (AZ) CC
•
Lakeland HS
:
Itawamba (MS) JC
•
Cape Coral HS
•
Olympic Heights HS
•
Sanford, Seminole HS
:
Okeechobee HS
•
Okeechobee HS
•
Homestead HS
:
Atlantic HS
•
Monroe Acadamy (GA) •
Lowndes County (GA) HS•
Gulf Breeze HS
:
Rickards HS
•
Hardee County HS
•
Ft Pierce Central HS
:
Norland HS
•
Washington HS
•
US Air Force Prep (GA) :
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Forward Reid Ketteler and the rest of the Golden Knights'
big men continue to steadily improve theirlow-post game.

Kenny aark of Ocala
heads an impressive list
of I-A football recn1its
by TIM SPRINGER
Assistant sports editor

If you think football season
is over, you're
wrong. It's just
beginning.

UCFcoach
Gene McDowell
announced the
signing o( 22
players to lettersof-intent on the
first day of the
signing period .
The newest members of the "football family" constimte UCF' s first
I-A recruiting
class as the Golden Knights make
the transition from I-AA this year.
"We are very happy with
the recruiting class, especially with
the receivers, linemen and linebackers we signed," McDowell
said. "We were seeking balance
and we think we got it. We didn't
want to put ourselves in a situation similar to last year when we
had a shortage at some positions."
Stat sheets and game film
told of the new recruits' abilities
on the field, and the UCF football
staff feels pretty confident about
what they'll be seeing when Spring

drills begin . .
"It's truly a I-A class across
the board, the best class in the
history of the school," said recruiting coordinator Alan Gooch.
"Without a doubt,
the move to I-A

who was a teammate and favorite
target of quarterback Daunte Culpepper at
Vangaurd, will be reunited with
Culpepper as well as former
Vangaurd running back Johnie
Presley.
Running a 4.4 in the 40yard dash will certainly be an asset to UCF receiving corps and
many feel Clark may make an
immediate impact.
"Daunte told me I'm the receiver he really needs," Clark said.
"I think we'll win a lot of games
next season because we already
connect - we know what each
other is thinking."

